
Bootlegger Tiki’s Red Rackums 
Revenge (left) features fernet.

T he first time I try fernet, it’s straight up and 
on the rocks in the Amigo Room at Ace 
Hotel & Swim Club. It’s also the last time I 
try fernet. 

If  cough syrup and wheatgrass had a lovechild, 
this Italian bitter liqueur would be it. Like most 
amari, it is usually brandy or neutral grain spirit-
based, says Truss & Twine bar manager Dave 
Castillo, then “flavored with lots of  different 
herbs, roots, barks and spices – most commonly 
cinchona bark, cardamom, saffron [and] rhubarb, 
but things like citrus peels, dry spices, flowers and 
other things make their way into these liqueurs, 
too.” I’ve heard it takes a few tries to become 
accustomed to its medicinal taste, but I’m not that 
point yet. Many Palm Springs bartenders, however, 
are.

“[Fernet] started to gain notoriety in San 
Francisco in the early days of  the cocktail 
renaissance,” explains Bootlegger Tiki co-owner 
and bartender Chad Austin. “Some people say 
it’s because fernet isn’t for the faint of  heart and 
neither is the bar industry. So, we cheers it as a 
nod, one of  many things that would be known as a 
‘bartender’s handshake.’ ”

Due to its medicinal properties (such as 
helping with digestion), the bitter liqueur was 
sold legally in San Francisco during Prohibition. It 
has since become a beloved spirit of  The City, not 
to mention many bartenders’ ritual of  choice. “I 
feel like it is a rite of  passage,” explains Seymour’s 
bartender Kevin Carlow. “I remember over a 
decade ago bartending in downtown Boston and 
all the hip craft bartenders were drinking it. I 
remember feeling like I wasn’t part of  the cool 
kids’ club until I joined them, but affectations 
become habits, as they say. … It helps that it 
makes your breath smell better than a shot of  
Jameson would.”

It can be served straight or mixed into a cocktail 
– San Franciscans typically add or chase with ginger 
ale, while Argentinians are crazy about fernet and 
Coke. “Some savages mix it with Campari and serve 
cold,” Carlow says. “Then there is the ‘industry 
sour’ which is like a daiquiri made with fernet and 
green chartreuse. Straight shots of  green chartreuse 
[are] the fernet of  the bartender Sith Lords, not to 
be trifled with.” 

“If  making cocktails with it, I would just keep 
in mind that fernet can be a bully, which means it 
can take over,” Austin advises. “A little goes a long 
way.” His Red Rackums Revenge at Bootlegger 
Tiki, for example, includes fernet and “packs a 
punch.” Likewise, Truss & Twine’s Hanky Panky is 
a bold homage to the classic fernet cocktail created 
by British bartender Ada “Coley” Coleman. 

The most well-known brand is Fernet-Branca, 
though each style has its own proprietary (and 
often secret) blend. “The recipes are guarded more 
closely than Coca Cola, KFC or Area 51,” Carlow 
says. “The Branca family supposedly only has 
one family member who knows the whole recipe 
exactly.” He recommends starting with Fernet-
Branca’s ‘Menta’ label, a milder, minty style. 

Rumor has it that the liqueur eliminates – or 
at least helps with – hangovers. I didn’t drink 
enough of  my first glass to say for sure. “I only 
have anecdotal evidence, but I can say it does help 
with hangovers, and also causes them,” Carlow 
says. “Everyone has their ‘hangover remedy,’ ” 
Austin adds. “But really, the only thing that helps 
is time and, according to Japanese scientists, fresh 
pear juice.” 

I’m not yet convinced that the taste is worth the 
possibility of  feeling better in the morning. But I 
do know one thing for sure: If  you can find a way 
to stomach fernet straight up, your street cred with 
bartenders is sure to skyrocket.  
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WHERE TO 
DRINK IT
BAR: PISTOLA
Two bold spirits – 
mescal and fernet – 
are paired with brown 
sugar and bitters. 

BOOTLEGGER 
TIKI:
RED RACKUMS  
REVENGE
Baking spice forward, 
this cocktail features 
a rum blend, cherry 
liqueur and fernet in 
addition to lemon, 
lime, pineapple, 
cinnamon, all spice 
and ginger. 

SAGUARO  
PALM SPRINGS:
FERNET FLOAT
For $4, you can add 
a fernet float to your 
banana pina colada 
– why not get your 
digestion on while 
sipping poolside?

SEYMOUR’S: 
TORONTO
Bartender Kevin 
Carlow says he 
makes this classic 
“now and then” with 
doctored Canadian 
whisky, fernet, 
simple syrup and 
Angostura bitters.

TRUSS & TWINE
HANKY PANKY
Created by British 
bartender Ada 
Coleman, this mixes 
Ransom barrel-aged 
gin, sweet vermouth 
and fernet.
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